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Abstract

This paper proposes a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) based terminal sliding

mode control scheme for electric ground vehicles subject to tire blowout on expressway in

presence of tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances. For enhancing

the longitudinal and lateral stability of the vehicle after tire blowout, a saturated velocity planner

is firstly constructed for tracking the original motion trajectory, by which the longitudinal

velocity and yaw rate saturation constraints can be effectively handled. Afterwards, a terminal

sliding mode controller (TSMC) is designed for tracking the planned velocity signals because

of its inherent finite time convergence rate and superior steady-state property, by which the

adverse dynamic behaviors can be timely suppressed. Further, to strengthen the adaptability

and robustness of the control scheme, a RBFNN approximator is developed for identifying the

lumped uncertainty, such as tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances,

etc., and then compensated into the controller. Lastly, simulations with front-right tire blowout on

expressway are performed to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of presented control scheme

and methods, and the comprehensive performance of TSMC+RBFNN and TSMC schemes in

maintaining original trajectory tracking capacity is evaluated and discussed.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivations

Tire, as the only component between vehicle and ground, is crucial to achieving the

predefined performance of the vehicle through the drive, brake and steering maneuvers [1].

Inevitably, tire blowout may happen due to the inappropriate usage, such as too high or too low

tire pressure, tire wear, and overload etc., which will leads to the vehicle instability and terrible

accidents. As reported in [2], the proportion of accidents caused by tire blowout in expressway

accidents is 32%, in which the death rate is close to 49%; while the death rate has reached 80%

when the speed is 120km/h. Therefore, tire blowout on expressway is regarded as one of the

main reasons that deduced the serious traffic accidents. Despite most of the vehicle have been

equipped with the tire pressure monitoring systems, the system only plays the role of warning the

driver, which cannot assist driver to manipulate the vehicle. To address this problem, more and

more attention has been paid to investigation on active control for the vehicle after tire blowout

[3, 4, 5]. Meanwhile, electric ground vehicles and hybrid electric ground vehicles, particularly

for those driven independently by in-wheel motors, have received extensive concern due to fast

response, high-energy efficiency and favourable maneuverability [6, 7]. Due to the significantly

increase of unsprung masses caused by the in-wheel motors, the electric ground vehicles with

tire blowout is more fatal than that in conventional vehicles caused by the drastic tire vertical

force change. Hence, tire blow-out control for the electric ground vehicles is a meaningful and

challenging study, which motivate us to make a further investigation.

Recent research reveals that the vehicle after tire blowout on expressway will rapidly drift off

the original lane because of the instantaneous changed tire mechanical properties [8]. Limited

by longitudinal inter-vehicular space and ego vehicle stability constraints, the motion velocities

of the vehicle after tire blowout, especially longitudinal velocity and yaw rate, ought to be

smoothly constrained within a certain range for preventing vehicular rear-end collision and ego

vehicle instability. In addition, the developed control system should have fine convergence time

and strong robustness such that the adverse dynamic behaviors can be timely suppressed even

in presence of system lumped uncertainties, such as tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics,

external disturbances. Under such background, saturated velocity planning [9, 10], terminal

sliding mode control (TSMC) [11, 12, 13], and neural networks approximation [14, 15, 16] have

entered our view due to their excellent constraint treatment, inherent finite-time convergence
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rate and powerful approaching capacity. To this end, this paper attempts to propose an adaptive

control scheme for the vehicle after tire blowout via saturated velocity planning, TSMC tracking

as well as uncertainty approximation. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no study on

the coordinated control for the vehicle after tire blowout considering planning, control and

approximation, which motivates us for this work.

1.2. Literature Review

Recent research on tire blowout can be divided into two categories: finite-element method

(FEM) based tire structure improvements and vehicle motion control after tire blowout. In [17],

a structural shell based tire model with materialized sidewall modelling (bead to bead) was

constructed, and then the stability of the vehicle with standard tire and run-flat tire was discussed.

In [18], the influence of tire blowout on the collision of a light pickup truck with a guardrail safety

barrier was studied through finite-element simulation. In [19], the finite element tyre model was

established, and the tyre blow-out experiment in the static state validated the effectiveness. To

sum up, tire mechanical property during tire blowout are studied with FEM in these literature,

which provide preliminary outcomes for mechanical performance improvement so as to prevent

tire blow-out. Despite the tire pressure monitoring systems have been equipped with most of the

vehicle along with the practice of relevant laws and regulations [20], these only play the role of

warning driver and cannot prevent tire blowout. To this end, more and more researchers have

devoted to designing and developing the active control method for the vehicle after tire blowout

based on the acquired tire pressure information [21, 22].

To implement the active control method, a reliable simulation plant is essential to explore

and develop, for example, in [23], a reconfigurable control structure, including of a emergency

controller, a nominal controller and feedforward term, was proposed, and tire burst experiment

verified the performance of the burst controller. In [24], the Engineering Dynamics Vehicle

Simulation Model (EDVSM) was developed for modeling and simulating the transient effects

of vehicle after tire blowout, and experiment results confirmed the effectiveness of the tire

blowout model in EDVSM. To further improve the simulation plant accuracy, a tire blowout

model for a tractor semitrailer in TruckSim-TM was developed in [25], and the experimental

data from a left steer axle tire blowout of a tractor trailer was considered for modeling. As

well, a CarSim-Simulink co-simulation platform was developed in [4], and an adaptive fuzzy

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control method was presented for maintaining the driving
3



stability of the vehicle with tire blowout. Recently, in [26], a new tire blowout model is developed

with explicit consideration of tire vertical load redistribution and self-alignment torque, which

further improved the simulation accuracy.

In addition to the simulation platform, tire blowout oriented advanced control algorithm

design is becoming particularly urgent, which not only has the considerable robustness and

adaptability but also could deal with the various physical constraints. In [27], a predictive

safety control method for the road vehicle after tire blowout was designed by introducing driving

assistant system, which provided a lateral stability control framework for the vehicle with tire

blowout. In [28], a gain-scheduling H∞ control approach was proposed to enhance vehicle

stability with respect to time-varying vehicle velocity as well as uncertain tire cornering, and

the simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of control approach. These studies greatly

improve vehicle stability with tire blowout through the advanced control algorithm, such as

predictive control, robust control, etc. Nevertheless, for the vehicle with tire blowout, the velocity

of vehicle after tire blowout must be restrained within a certain range so as to prevent the bead

separating from the rim [29]. Thus, the vehicle velocity constraints, especially longitudinal

velocity and yaw rate, should be constrained within the threshold values while guaranteing the

vehicle driving safety. Lately, saturated control method has been used for realizing trajectory

tracking of mobile robots under the control input constraints [9, 10]. In this event, this paper,

integrating the system dynamics constraints, proposes a saturated velocity planner for such a

vehicle to achieve the system stabilization and original path tracking.

Besides, an effective tracking scheme needs to be developed considering system require-

ments, such as rapid convergence, strong robustness and acceptable calculation burden. Com-

pared to other methods, sliding mode control (SMC) has attractive superiorities of robustness

to overcome uncertainties and disturbance as well as insensitivity to the system parametric

variations. In [30], Mo et al., offered a sliding mode controller for guaranteeing vehicle stability

after tire blowout with differential braking method based on improved vehicle system model.

However, because of the linear sliding mode surface used, system states in traditional SMC

scheme cannot converge to the equilibrium point in finite time. Lately, TSMC, employing

the fractional power term instead of linear term in sliding mode surface, has been increasingly

developed. By suitably designing the parameters, the TSMC assures the system states to reach

the equilibrium point in finite time, and also offers some superior properties such as rapid
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response, strong robustness, and higher precision, see e.g., [31, 32, 33]. To this end, this scenario

utilizes TSMC for accomplishing velocity tracking controller design motivated by the mentioned

superiorities.

Inevitably, the tire blow-out vehicle will suffer from the various uncertainties, such as tire

nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances, which would destroy intrinsic

performance of the controller. Identification and compensation of the uncertainty, as a kind of

adaptive control, has been increasingly used in high-performance motion control of the complex

electromechanical systems, such as motor control [34], robot manipulator [35, 36], mobile

robot [37], and so on. Therefore, such adaptive design is here introduced for strengthening

adaptability and robustness of the coordinated saturation planning and TSMC tracking control

scheme. As well, due to its powerful approaching capacity, high convergence rate and superior

approaching precision, radical basis function neural network (RBFNN) technique [38, 39, 40] is

utilized for identifying lumped uncertainties including of both sudden change and gradual change

uncertainties.

1.3. Contributions

In light of the remarkable benefits and limitations, this study presents a stability control

scheme for the vehicle with tire blowout based on saturated velocity planner and TSMC tracking

controller combined with RBFNN approximator. Compared to the existing stability control

methods for the vehicle with tire blowout, the contribution of this paper can be marked as the

following significant points.

1. Saturated velocity planner is presented for maintaining the original trajectory in presence

of longitudinal velocity and yaw rate saturation constraints, in which rear-end collision

avoidance and vehicle system stability are enhanced simultaneously.

2. TSMC tracking controller is proposed for tracking the planned velocity signals in front

of tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances, where the lumped

uncertainties are identified and compensated via RBFNN technique in real-time.

3. A composite control scheme is developed for the vehicle after tire blowout on expressway,

in which system stabilization and original path tracking capacity are efficiently achieved

by coordinating planning, tracking and approximation techniques.
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Figure 1: Posture errors relationship between actual and reference vehicles

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Problem formulation is presented in Section

2, followed that saturated velocity planner and RBFNN based TSMC tracking controller are

designed in Section 3. Simulation results and discussions are provided in Section 4, and

conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation

Consider the motion trajectory of the vehicle in inertia coordinate, as illustrated in Fig.1, the

tracking errors in vehicle-fixed coordinate can be expressed as


xe

ye

ϕe

 =


cosϕ sinϕ 0

− sinϕ cosϕ 0

0 0 1



xr − x

yr − y

ϕr − ϕ

 (1)

where xe, ye, ϕe are the longitudinal, lateral and angle errors, respectively; (xr, yr, ϕr) and (x, y, ϕ)

are the reference and actual postures of the vehicle in inertia coordinate, and their differential

forms with respect to time are separately governed by


ẋ(r) = υ(r) cosϕ(r)

ẏ(r) = υ(r) sinϕ(r)

ϕ̇(r) = ω(r)

(2)
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where x, xr are the actual and reference longitudinal displacements, y, yr are the actual and

reference lateral displacements, and ϕ, ϕr are the actual and reference yaw angles. Together with

(2), differentiating (1) along with the time, it holds that


ẋe = ωye − υ + υr cosϕe

ẏe = −ωxe + υr + υr sinϕe

ϕ̇e = ωr − ω

(3)

where υr andωr are the reference forward velocity and yaw rate, respectively, and υ andω are the

actual velocity and yaw rate. Therefore, the control problem can be translated into the velocity

control law design issue, that is, to find the control signals as the following form

υ = υ∗(t, ϕ, x, y), ω = ω∗(t, ϕ, x, y) (4)

such that x(t) → xr(t), y(t) → yr(t) and ϕ(t) → ϕr(t) as time t → +∞ while guaranteeing the

following constraints:

|υ(t)| ≤ υmax, ω(t) ≤ ωmax ∀t ≥ 0 (5)

where ωmax > supt≥0 |ωr(t)| and υmax > supt≥0 |υr(t)| are given arbitrary positive constants.

Whereas, these control signals are regarded as the desired ones for the next stage, thus it is

defined as velocity planning module in this study, and correspondingly the next stage is looked

upon as the velocity tracking module.

Ignoring roll, pitch and vertical behaviors, the dynamics of the vehicle in longitudinal, lateral

and yaw plane can be formulated by


m(υ̇x − υyω) = FX −Caυ

2
x

m(υ̇y + υxω) = FY

Izω̇ = MZ

(6)

where υx and υy are the longitudinal and lateral velocities, respectively, m is the mass of the

vehicle, Iz is the inertia moment of the vehicle, and Ca is the aerodynamic drag coefficient. FX ,
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FY , MZ are the resultant longitudinal, lateral forces and yaw moment, which can be governed by



FX =(Fx f l + Fx f r) cos δ f − (Fy f l + Fy f r) sin δ f

+ Fxrl + Fxrr

FY =(Fy f l + Fy f r) cos δ f + (Fx f l + Fx f r) sin δ f

+ Fyrl + Fyrr

MZ =l f (Fy f l + Fy f r) cos δ f + ls(−Fxrl + Fxrr)

+ l f (Fxrl + Fxrr) sin δ f − lr(Fyrl + Fyrr)

+ ls(Fx f r cos δ f − Fy f r sin δ f )

+ ls(Fy f l sin δ f − Fx f l cos δ f )

(7)

where Fxi and Fyi are the tire longitudinal and lateral forces, respectively, i = f l, f r, rl, rr denotes

the front-left, front-right, rear-left, rear-right wheels, l f and lr are the distances from center of

gravity to front and rear axles, ls is half width of wheel base, and δ f is the front-wheel steering

angle. Considering the small front-wheel steering angle assumption, resultant force/moment (7)

can be rewritten as

FX =(Fx f l + Fx f r) cos δ f + Fxrl + Fxrr

FY =Fy f l + Fy f r + Fyrl + Fyrr

MZ =ls(Fx f r − Fx f l) cos δ f − lr(Fyrl + Fyrr)

+ l f (Fy f l + Fy f r) + ls(−Fxrl + Fxrr)

(8)

Herein, the complicated tire models are not preferred in controller design stage due to the

requirements of the quick reaction and computation burden. Therefore, tire lateral forces at front

and rear axles are approximated by Fy f = c fα f and Fyr = c fαr [41], with α f and αr being the

tire front and rear sideslip angles formulated by

α f = δ f −
υy + ωl f

υx
, αr =

ωlr − υy

υx
. (9)
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At the same time, define the following virtual control inputs as


u1 = Fx f l cos δ f + Fxrl

u2 = Fx f r cos δ f + Fxrr

u3 = δ f

(10)

Integrating with (8)-(10), the dynamics formulation (6) can be reexpressed as



υ̇x = υyω +
1
m

(u1 + u2) −
1
m

Caυ
2
x + ξ1

υ̇y = −υxω +
crlr − c f l f

mυx
ω −

c f + cr

mυx
υy +

c f

m
u3 + ξ2

ω̇ = −
c f l2f + crl2r

Izυx
ω +

crlr − c f l f

Izυx
υy +

c f l f

Iz
u3

+
ls

Iz
(u2 − u1) + ξ3

(11)

where ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 are the unmodeled dynamics. Further, the dynamics formulation (11) can be

expressed as



υ̇x = υyω +
1
m

(u1 + u2) + f1(υx, υy, ω)

υ̇y = −υxω +
c f

m
u3 + f2(υx, υy, ω)

ω̇ =
c f l f

Iz
u3 +

ls

Iz
(u2 − u1) + f3(υx, υy, ω)

(12)

with 

f1(υx, υy, ω) = −
1
m

Caυ
2
x + ξ1

f2(υx, υy, ω) =
crlr − c f l f

mυx
ω −

c f + cr

mυx
υy + ξ2

f3(υx, υy, ω) =
(crlr − c f l f )υy − (c f l2f + crl2r )ω

Izυx
+ ξ3

(13)

where f1,2,3(υx, υy, ω) are the lumped uncertainties acted on the longitudinal, lateral and yaw

motions, respectively, which include of tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external
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disturbances. To sum up, vehicle system dynamics with tire blowout can be governed by

υ̇ = φ(υ)υ + Bu + f (14)

where υ = [υx, υy, ω]T represents the velocity vector, f = [ f1(υx, υy, ω), f2(υx, υy, ω), f3(υx, υy, ω)]T

stands for the lumped uncertainty vector, u = [u1, u2, u3]T indicates the virtual control input

vector, and the other matrices are given by

φ(υ) =


0 ω 0

−ω 0 0

0 0 0

 , B =


1
m

1
m 0

0 0 c f

m

−
ls
Iz

ls
Iz

c f l f

Iz

 . (15)

To sum up, the stability control issue of the vehicle after tire blowout can be accomplished

in two steps, the fist step is to find the proper υ and ω for tracking the original trajectory in the

presence of longitudinal velocity and yaw rate saturation constraints. While, the second is to

design the proper front-wheel steering angle and virtual force signals in finite time under tire

nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances.

3. Control System Synthesis

To prohibit the injury caused by tire blowout, this study presents a novel stability control

scheme for the vehicle with tire blowout by hierarchically designing the planner, controller and

approximator, as illustrated in Fig.2.

Specifically, the saturated velocity planner, based on hyperbolic tangent function, is con-

structed for eliminating tracking errors so as to enhance vehicle driving stability under the

longitudinal velocity and yaw rate saturation constraints. After that, the desired forward velocity

and yaw rate are produced; together with the desired lateral velocity, all the desired velocity

signals are delivered into the tracking control module, where the TSMC technique is utilized

for designing the tracking controller. With the aid of TSMC, the velocity tracking errors can

convergent to the equilibrium point in finite time, and the adverse dynamic behavior of the

vehicle after tire blowout can be timely suppressed. Accordingly, the expected resultant tire

force and front-wheel steering angle are generated, which are sent into the vehicle system model

and forms the closed-loop control system, more details about the system model and dynamics can
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Figure 2: Stability control architecture for the vehicle with tire blowout on expressway

be found in [42]. In addition, a RBFNN approximator is proposed for approaching the lumped

uncertainties to improve the adaptability capacity of the offered scheme.

The presented stability control scheme is a hierarchically closed-loop control architecture,

which can considerably reduce the complexity of the controller and improve the robustness of

control scheme.

3.1. Saturated Velocity Planner

Limited by longitudinal inter-vehicular space and system stability margin constraints, the

forward velocity and yaw rate of the vehicle after tire blowout are usually constrained within a

specified level. For this purpose, the saturated velocity planner is constructed for tracking the

commanded trajectory, as follows


υd = υr cosϕe + λ1 tanh(xe)

ωd = ωr +
λ2υrye

1 + x2
e + y2

e

sinϕe

ϕe
+ λ3 tanh(ϕe)

(16)

where υd and ωd are desired forward velocity and yaw rate, respectively, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the

positive design parameters.

Proposition 1. [9] Assume that υr and ωr are bounded and uniformly continuous over [0,∞].

If either υr(t) or ωr(t) does not converge to zero, then the nonlinear dynamic error system (3) is

globally asymptotically stable with the planner (16).
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Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov candidate function as

Ve =
λ2

2
log(1 + x2

e + y2
e) +

1
2
ϕ2

e (17)

Differentiating (17) with respect to time, it results in

V̇e =
λ2

2
2xe ẋe + 2yeẏe

1 + x2
e + y2

e
+ ϕeϕ̇e (18)

Submitting (16) into (18), it holds that

V̇e =
λ2 (xe(υr cosϕe + ωdye − υd) + ye(υr sinϕe − ωd xe))

1 + x2
e + y2

e

+ ϕe(ωr − ωd)

=
−λ1λ2

1 + x2
e + y2

e
xe tanh(xe) − λ3ϕe tanh(ϕe)

(19)

It explicitly observes that ∃h(x) = x tanh(x) such that h(x) ≥ 0 for ∀x ∈ R, thereby deriving

that V̇e ≤ 0. The proof is completed.

In addition, because −1 ≤ tanh(x) ≤ 1, it can be derived that |
ye

1 + x2
e + y2

e
| ≤ 1, |

sinϕe

ϕe
| ≤ 1.

Further, it holds that∣∣∣∣∣∣ λ2υrye

1 + x2
e + y2

e

sinϕe

ϕe

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |λ2υr |

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ye

1 + x2
e + y2

e

sinϕe

ϕe

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |λ2υr |

(20)

Therefore, the designed velocity planner is determined by


|υd | ≤ |υr | + |λ1|

|ωd | ≤ |ωr | + |λ2υr | + |λ3|

(21)

It can be apparently seen that the boundaries of forward velocity and yaw rate are determined

by the designed parameters λ1, λ2 and λ3; the constraints of forward velocity and yaw rate can be

readily handled through adjusting the three designed parameters. Besides, the proposed velocity

planner can attenuate the system chattering phenomenon by introduced tanh(·) function. Such

improvement can strictly guarantee the continuity of the planned velocity signals compared to
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the simply use of the saturation element, which is more acceptable for stability control of the

vehicle with tire blowout, this is also one of core contributions. Note that the desired longitudinal

velocity υxd is equal to the desired velocity υd generated in the saturated velocity planner because

the desired lateral velocity is zero for enhancing vehicle trajectory tracking performance.

3.2. TSMC Tracking Controller

Because of its inherent finite time convergence rate and superior steady-state property as

stated previously, TSMC technique is utilized for designing velocity tracking controller, whose

terminal sliding manifold is defined as follows

s = ė + κE, Ė = sigα(ė) (22)

where e = [xd − x, yd − y, ϕd − ϕ]T is the error vector in vehicle-fixed coordinate, κ =

diag([κ1, κ2, κ3]) with κ1, κ2, κ3 being positive design parameters, s = [s1, s2, s3]T , sigα(e) =

sgn(e)|e|α, and α = diag([α1, α2, α3]) with 0 < αi < 1(i = 1, 2, 3). Employ exponential reaching

law as ṡ = −σs − %sgn(s), wherein σ = diag([σ1, σ2, σ3]) and % = diag([%1, %2, %3]) with

σi(i = 1, 2, 3) and %i(i = 1, 2, 3) being positive design parameters, respectively. Then, system

control law can be designed as follows

u =B−1(υ̇d + κĖ + σs + %sgn(s) − φ(υ)υ) (23)

where υd = [υxd, υyd, ωd]T is the desired velocity vector.

Theorem 1. For the system (12), if the terminal sliding manifold is chosen as (22), and the

controller is designed as (23), then tracking error will converge to zero in a finite time.

Proof. Select the following Lyapunov candidate function as

V1 =
1
2

sT s (24)
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Differentiating (24) with respect to time, it achieves that

V̇1 =sT ṡ = sT
(
ë + κĖ

)
=sT

(
υ̇d − υ̇ + κĖ

)
=sT

(
υ̇d − υ̇ + κĖ

)
=sT

(
υ̇d − (φ(υ)υ + Bu) + κĖ

)
(25)

Submitting control law (23) into (25), it derives that

V̇1 =sT (
−σs − %sgn(s)

)
≤ 0 (26)

Then, the Theorem 1 can be proven in the sense of Lyapunov stability theorem.

Notice that all the signals in the closed-loop system are bounded and the convergence time

can be adjusted by selecting appropriate design parameters κ and α. In addition, according to the

Lemma 1 in [32], the finite time ts can be governed by

ts =

[
ts1 ts2 ts3

]T

=

[
|ė1(0)|(1−α1)

κ1(1 − α1)
|ė2(0)|(1−α2)

κ2(1 − α2)
|ė3(0)|(1−α3)

κ3(1 − α3)

]T (27)

where ts1 , ts2 and ts3 denote the terminal times for the longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion

subsystems, respectively.

3.3. RBFNN based TSMC Tracking Controller

In order to improve the adaptability and robustness of control scheme, the RBFNN approxi-

mator is developed for identifying the lump uncertainties since its powerful approaching capacity

and superior approaching precision. The architecture of this approximator is demonstrated in

Fig.3, from which it can be observed that RBFNN is a three-layered neural network structure,

composed of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Define X = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]T as the input

vector, then the radial basis function can be expressed as

h j(X) = exp

−||X − c j||
2

2b2
j

 (28)
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Figure 3: Architecture of RBFNN system

where c j = [c j1, c j2, · · · , c jn] is the center value of neural net j, and b j is the width value of

Gaussian function for neural net j, with j being hidden neural net number in the hidden layer.

Then, the output of the RBFNN can be acquired by

ym = w1h1 + w2h2 + · · · + wmhm

= WT h(X)
(29)

where W = [w1,w2, · · · ,wm]T is the weighting vector, and h(X) = [h1, h1, · · · , hm]T is the radial

basis vector. Define the identified error as f̃ = f̂ − f , and f̂ is the identified lumped uncertainties.

Since the slowly time-varying property of the lump uncertainties, it can be deduced that ˙̃f =
˙̂f .

Therefore, the identified lumped uncertainties can be governed by

f̂ = ŴT h(X) (30)

with the weighting updating law as follows

˙̂W = −Ωh(X)sT (31)

where Ω = diag([Ω1,Ω2,Ω3]), with Ωi(i = 1, 2, 3) being the positive design parameters.

u =B−1(υ̇d + κĖ + σs + %sgn(s) − φ(υ)υ − f̂ ) (32)

15



Theorem 2. Considering the nonlinear dynamic system described by (12), if the trajectory

tracking control law is designed as (32) with the identified uncertainties (30) and updating law

(31), then all the tracking errors asymptotically converge to zero in finite time.

Proof. Define a Lyapunov candidate function as

V =
1
2

sT s +
1
2

tr (W̃TΩ−1W̃) (33)

Differentiating (33) with respect to time yields that

V̇ =sT
(

f̂ − f − σs − %sgn(s)
)

+ tr (W̃T Ω−1 ˙̃W)

=sT
(
ŴT h(X) −WT h(X) − σs − %sgn(s)

)
+ tr (W̃T Ω−1 ˙̃W)

= − sTσs − sT%sgn(s) + sT W̃T h(X)

+ tr (W̃TΩ−1 ˙̂W)

= − sTσs − sT%sgn(s) + tr
(
W̃T h(X)sT

)
+ tr (W̃TΩ−1 ˙̂W)

(34)

Substituting weighting updating law (31) into (34), it concludes that

V̇ = − sTσs − sT%sgn(s) + tr
(
W̃T h(X)sT

)
+ tr

(
W̃TΩ−1(−Ωh(X)sT )

)
= − sTσs − sT%sgn(s)

(35)

Obviously, V̇ ≤ 0 is satisfied, and the Theorem 2 can be proven.

Therefore, the proposed velocity tracking controller can make the tracking errors converge

to a compact set within a finite time via Lyapunov stability theorem, thereby guaranteeing

the vehicle system stability in the presence of the lumped uncertainties. Compared with (23),

control law (32) can considerably reduce the conservatism of the control method through the

identification/compensation of RBFNN technique.
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Table 1: Nominal Vehicle Parameters

Parameters Nominal Value Unit

m 1298.9 kg
l f 1.000 m
lr 1.454 m
hg 0.533 m
ls 1.436 m
Ks f 18900 Nm
Iz 1627 kg·m2

c f 60000 N/rad
cr 60000 N/rad
Rw 0.35 m
Rblow 0.25 m
Ksr 16800 Nm

4. Results and Discussions

To validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the developed saturated velocity planning and

tracking control scheme, the simulation studies for the vehicle subject to tire blowout on curved

expressway, where system instability and fatal injury are much more likely to be triggered, are

performed on the dry road surface with µ=0.8 and υr=30m/s. Due to space limitations, the front-

right tire blowout scenario on the curved expressway with curvature 1/600m−1 is only conducted

for discussing the control performance of the designed control methods, where the structure

parameters of the vehicle and Dugoff tire model are illustrated in Table.1, and the controller

design parameters are indicated in Table.2. Finally, to evaluate the comprehensive performance,

the tracking effect and control input of the TSMC and TSMC+RBFNN schemes are counted for

discussions.

4.1. Simulation Environment Setup

Given the tremendous risk of tire blowout experiment, this study explores the system

simulation platform based on the reported tire blowout experiment results, wherein the tire

mechanical property variations[43, 44] are as follows: the rolling resistance coefficient will

increase 30 times after tire blowout, the cornering stiffness will reduce to a quarter of the original

value, and the radical stiffness will reduce to 1/15 of the original value. Because the duration

time is very short, the mechanical property variations are assumed linear during tire blowout.
17



Table 2: Simulation Parameters for the Control System

Design Parameters

Planner λ1 = 2, λ2 = 0.1, λ3 = 2.

Controller

κ1 = κ2 = κ3 = 0.5,
α1 = α2 = α3 = 0.5,
σ1 = 2, σ2 = 1, σ3 = 2,
%1 = 1, %2 = 2, %3 = 4.

Approximator

c1 = 55[−1.5,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5],
c2 = 6[−1.5,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5],
b j = 2, c2 = c3,Ω1 = 1000,
Ω2 = 200,Ω3 = 600.

To imitate the lumped uncertainties coming from tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and

external disturbances, the following uncertainties functions are constructed as



ξ1 =
cos(t)

2
−

sin(2t)
2
− 5 exp

(
(t − 6)2

−2p2

)
−

F f

m

ξ2 =
cos(t)

10
−

sin(2t)
10

+ 2 exp
(

(t − 8)2

−2p2

)
ξ3 =

cos(2t)
10

−
sin(t)

10
+ 3 exp

(
(t − 8)2

−2p2

)
+

M f

Iz

(36)

where p = 0.5 is standard variance, F f is the force uncertain term composed the wheel rolling

resistance and aerodynamic drag resistance, and M f are the uncertain rolling resistance moment,

both of which are formulated by


F f = k(Fz f l + Fz f r + Fzrl + Fzrr) + Caυ

2
x

M f = ls(kFz f l − kFz f r + kFzrl − kFzrr)
(37)

where k is the rolling resistance coefficient, and Ca is the aerodynamic drag coefficient. In

particular, the resistance coefficient for the flat tire will change to 30 times of the original value

as mentioned previously. Here, the nominal resistance coefficient employed in the simulation is

0.025, the cornering stiffness of the flat tire is 25 percent of the original value, and the initial

posture error is [xe, ye, ϕe]T = [0, 0, 0.0001]T . Focused on tire blowout on expressway, duration

time of tire blowout is 0.1s, more details can refer to [24].
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Considering the fact that the delay effect widely exists in the actuator and controller of vehicle

system, the saturated velocity planner begin to be replanned with 0.1s delay after blowout, and the

TSMC controller start to track the desired velocity signals with 0.2s delay based on the nominal

flat tire parameters. In addition, to evaluate the comprehensive performance of the proposed

control scheme, the trajectory tracking effect and virtual control input are separately extracted in

TSMC and TSMC+RBFNN schemes based on the same simulation environment configuration.

4.2. Blowout Simulation Results

This section takes the front-right as example for validating the effectiveness of the proposed

control methods, and the time responses of the vehicle motion trajectory are indicated in Fig.4.

It finds that the vehicle motion trajectory can catch up with the reference trajectory in both

the TSMC and TSMC+RBFNN schemes with the aid of the saturated velocity planner, both

floating within the benchmark xe=1m, ye=0.5m, ϕe=0.1rad, which validates the effectiveness

of the planner and controller. Further, details-oriented tracking errors of both schemes are

plotted in Fig.5, in which the sums of absolute value of the tracking errors along with time are

counted, and the results indicate that the tracking errors at each time in TSMC+RBFNN scheme

are much smaller than that in TSMC one, thereby illustrating the efficiency of the composite

control scheme. Due to the sharply increased rolling friction resistance after tire blowout, the

longitudinal tracking error occupies a considerable proportion in the total tracking errors at each

time. To sum up, the simulation results verify the feasibility of the stability control architecture of

the vehicle with tire blowout, and comparative simulations highlights the outstanding robustness

of TSMC+RBFNN scheme in enhancing original trajectory tracking capacity of the vehicle after

tire blowout.

Time responses of the longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity and yaw rate are depicted in

Figs.6-8, from which it observes that all the velocity signals have emerged violent oscillation

after tire blowout when t=6s. In Fig.6, the planed longitudinal velocity and actual longitudinal

velocities in the two schemes are contrastively displayed, from which one can observes that the

desired longitudinal velocity is rather small, thereby verifying the effectiveness of the developed

saturated velocity planner. Moreover, with the aid of TSMC velocity tracking controller, the

actual longitudinal velocities in both schemes can quickly track the desired one; however, due

to the uncertainties in vehicle system, the longitudinal velocity in TSMC scheme emerges

the large oscillation during tracking process. On the contrary, the TSMC+RBFNN scheme
19
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Figure 5: Time responses of the tracking errors: (a) TSMC+RBFNN, (b) TSMC
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provides a satisfactory tracking performance with the compensated lumped uncertainties, which

demonstrates the robustness and adaptability of the proposed method. Meanwhile, the lateral

velocity responses, as depicted in Fig.7, present the similar tendency to the longitudinal velocity

responses; but, consider the vehicle is a nonholonomic system, the desired lateral velocity is

thus zero. Lastly, the yaw rate responses of the vehicle, shown in Fig.8, appear the violent

fluctuations in TSMC scheme during tracking process, especially after tire blowout, which

significantly increases risk of system yaw instability; in contrast, the yaw rate responses in

the TSMC+RBFNN scheme are milder, which thereby validates the efficiency and effectiveness

of the adaptive scheme. To sum up, the desired velocities are reasonably planned subject to

longitudinal velocity and yaw rate saturation constraints with the saturated velocity planner,

and the developed tracking controller can efficiently follow the desired velocity signals in the

presence of the lumped uncertainties.

Time responses of virtual control inputs are demonstrated in Fig.9, which exhibit the similar

evolution law in both schemes. After front-right tire blowout, the rolling resistance of this wheel

will sharply increased, which forces vehicle to drift into the flat tire side without active control.

Thus, the control input u2 begins to increase for assuring vehicle lateral stability, while the

control input u1 starts to decrease for balancing the control inputs of left and right sides of

the vehicle. But, the control inputs in TSMC scheme undergo the drastic oscillation due to

the tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances; with the identification
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and compensation of RBFNN, control inputs in TSMC+RBFNN scheme are relatively smooth.

Because the tire blowout duration time is very short, control input u1 has increased rapidly to

maintain vehicle stability when tire blowout occurs; but, it has quickly dropped to a normal scope.

In the absence of compensations, it needs much more front-wheel steering for the TSMC scheme

to ensure vehicle stability after tire blowout. Summarily, the control inputs in both schemes

are very near, implying that these consumes almost equal energy; but, with the identification

and compensation of the RBFNN approximator, the control inputs in TSMC+RBFNN scheme is

more stable and smoother, which thereby is preferred in the real-world application.

4.3. Evaluations and Discussions

To visually evaluate the comprehensive performance of the two control schemes, the root

mean square error (RMSE) and root mean square (RMS) indices are separately introduced for

discussing the reference trajectory tracking performance and virtual control input. The RMSE

represents the deviation degree between the actual posture and reference posture in inertial
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coordinate, which is governed by

RMSE(p) =

√∑n
i=1(pi − pi,r)2

n
(38)

where pi = xi, yi, ϕi is the actual posture of the vehicle, pi,r = xi,r, yi,r, ϕi,r is the reference one,

n is the total sampling times, and i is the ith time. While, the RMS index reflects the dispersion

degree of the control input, which is the root mean square between the actual control input and

the mean value of the actual control input, formulated by

RMS(u) =

√∑n
i=1(ui − ūi)2

n
(39)

where ui = u1, u2, u3 is the control input, ūi = ū1, ū2, ū3 is the mean value of control input. By

(38) and (39), the RMSE of the trajectory and the RMS of the control input in both schemes

are drawn in Fig.10. It finds that the RMSE of the posture in both scheme is quite small, which

implies that both schemes can achieve the original trajectory tracking even if suffered from the

lumped uncertainties, which can be demonstrated by Fig.10(a); but, the RMSE of the posture in

longitudinal, lateral, yaw directions are greatly differ. Further, the RMS results of the control

input are displayed in Fig.10(b), all the control input in both schemes are near; relatively, the
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Figure 11: Trajectory tracking errors after different tire blowout, FL:front-left, FR:front-right, RL:rear-left, RR:rear-right

control inputs in TSMC varies more widely, this adds the risk of the tire bead separation from the

rim. In addition, to further confirm the robustness of the proposed scheme, the original trajectory

tracking effects of the vehicle after different tire blowout are presented in Fig.11, from which it

observes that all the tracking errors are stabilized within the acceptable regions. Because these

simulations are conducted on the same simulation environment and with the same controller

parameters, in this sense, the robustness of the control scheme has been validated again. Note

that the tracking errors are much smaller than the benchmarks, the benchmarks are therefore not

marked in the figures.

To sum up, the excellent original trajectory tracking performance and vehicle dynamics

responses are provided by the proposed control scheme, and the saturated velocity planning

and TSMC method are successfully applied into the stability control of the vehicle with tire

blowout. Besides, the RBFNN approximator improves the adaptability and robustness of the

control scheme by identifying and compensating the lumped uncertainties. Evaluation results
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show that TSMC+RBFNN not only improve the original trajectory tracking, but also pose the

considerable control input advantages. Therefore, the proposed control scheme provides an

unified stability control framework for the vehicle with tire blowout by integrating velocity

planning, tracking control, uncertainty identification and compensation. Since the developed

controller relies critically on the estimated/measured velocity signals, thereby resulting in that

the proposed method must carry tire blowout oriented estimator/sensor in fulfilling the predefined

control tasks.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) based terminal sliding

mode control (TSMC) scheme was proposed for electric ground vehicles after tire blowout on

expressway in presence of tire nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances.

Firstly, forward velocity and yaw rate were effectively restrained within the expected scope

via introduced hyperbolic tangent function in saturated velocity planner, where longitudinal

velocity and yaw rate saturation constraints were handled successfully. Secondly, a TSMC

velocity controller was designed to catch up with the planned velocity signals, where the

RBFNN approximator was constructed to identify the lumped uncertainties. Finally, comparative

simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed adaptive control

scheme in maintaining original trajectory tracking capacity and vehicle dynamics performance.

In the near future, the hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) simulation experiment will be carried out in

Lab to check and regulate the control law in the electronic control unit, and then the proposed

control architecture and methods will be comprehensively evaluated.
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